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mainstream SoCs As AMD begins pushing its upcoming Southern Islands cores into
tablets and other Atom-based SoC designs, the company has started to share more
details about its upcoming mobile SoC platform. We've seen a high-level technical
overview of the SoC, with details on how the architecture stacks up against ARM-
and NVIDIA-based SoCs, and we've also seen a few pictures of the SoC under the
notebook camera lens. However, a more detailed breakdown of the specifications
of the SoC has yet to be revealed. The new SoC design will be based on an updated
65nm Tri-Gate process, and will feature a dual-core x86 processor clocked at 1GHz,
1.6GHz DDR3 memory controller, 512KB L1 cache, and 1MB L2 cache on the die.
It's also been confirmed that the new SoC will support LPDDR2 memory, so the
ARM SoCs do not have that as a specification. The SoC will support some form of
encryption, though at this time AMD has not said exactly what the encryption is or
what it is based on. We can expect AES instructions, though we won't know more
about those until the company's launch event is held. On the graphics front, we can
expect to see a choice between ATI's HD 4000 and the next-generation "Southern
Islands" Radeon HD 5000 series graphics from AMD. We can expect the graphics
to be based on the new GCN architecture, and will come with 512-bit memory
interface, 128-bit memory bus, new L2 cache
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